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NEW TO BRIDGE:
Employee profiles, org charts and skill communities
Research shows when you invest in skills development, employee satisfaction and 
business results skyrocket.

Share Skills in Employee Profiles 
In Bridge, each employee can have their own 
profile personalized with their bio, image, 
skills, and interests. Individuals can highlight 
the skills they have—and are willing to share—
and identify skills that they want to learn.

Bring Teams Together With a 
Directory and Org Chart 
Share employee profiles in an interactive org 
chart and directory. Here, employees can learn 
about their colleagues, both personally and 
professionally. 

Build Skills Communities 
Foster community and make it easier for 
employees to find subject matter experts, 
mentors, and collaborators. In the directory, 
employees can find skill communities and see 
who is willing to mentor them on a specific set 
of skills.

Contact your Customer Success Manager or email 
support@bridgeapp.com to get started with profiles, 

org charts and skill communities at no additional cost.
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What can Bridge Skills Plus do for your 
organization?

Grow Your People, Grow Your Business
When your people have the right skill sets, it fuels your business. A smart, 
employee-centric platform with personalized developmental recommendations 
will drive engagement, increase productivity, and retain top talent. 

Create Efficiency and Boost Productivity Through Automation
Leveraging AI increases productivity across the organization—including in the 
teams that administer your L&D programs. Efficiency and agility are key—
especially in times of rapid change, when employees must upskill or reskill 
quickly.

Deliver the Right Learning to the Right Employees
Skills Plus allows organizations to ensure that their employees are receiving 
relevant learning recommendations that are aligned with their career 
aspirations and skill development goals.

AI-Based Skills Suggestions
Skills Plus automatically recommends skills to 
employees based on their job title. Individuals 
will also see the skills they need to build in 
order to meet their career goals.

Skills-Based Learning 
Recommendations
Skills Plus introduces a dynamic, personalized 
approach that recommends the right learning 
to the right employee at the right time.

Develop Job Architectures and Skill 
Taxonomies
Skills Plus enables HR teams to leverage AI-
based skill suggestions for job titles in order 
to build and maintain a dynamic and agile 
job architecture.

Courses Are Auto-Tagged With Skills
Skills Plus instantly scans thousands of 
courses and automatically tags them with 
the appropriate skills. 

COMING SOON: SKILLS PLUS
Bridge Skills Plus will feature market-leading Artificial Intelligence (AI) to help employees 
determine which skills will drive career growth, and recommend content that helps them 
reach their goals. Plus, it will save time and increase productivity for HR teams by auto-
tagging skills to job titles and courses. 

Contact your Customer Success Manager or email 
support@bridgeapp.com for pricing and early access.
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